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Brief Snapshot on ECO

The Economic Cooperation Organization is 
a regional intergovernmental 

organisation

Member countries from Europe, the 
Caucasus, Central, West and South 

Asia

Population count almost half a billion 
inhabitants 

Geography span over eight million square 
kilometres

Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, 
the Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, 

Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan, and 
Uzbekistan.
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RATIONALE

Favourable 
location 
between 

Eurasian and 
European 
electricity 
markets

Demand-
supply gap in 

some ECO 
Member States 

are 
supplemented 

by imports. 

ECO Member 
States are 

striving for 
electricity 

trade 
opportunities.

Some ECO 
countries have 

low energy 
demand while 

others, in 
contrast, have 
high energy 

demand
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To enhance energy 

security and 

sustainability in the 

Region through 

wider intra-regional 

energy trade and 

connectivity.

Harmonization and 

alignment towards 

regional electricity 

market for harnessing 

benefits of larger 

integrated systems

ECO Vision 
2025

Strategic 

objective 

of ECO
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RATIONALE (Cont’d)

EXISTING INTERCONNECTIONS OF POWER SYSTEMS AMONG ECO MEMBER STATES                

(by 2016) 

Afghanistan imports electricity from Iran (by 775 mln kWh), Tajikistan (by 220, 110&10kV), Turkmenistan

(by 220, 110&10kV) and Uzbekistan (by 220&10kV) lines.

Azerbaijan is interconnected with Iran (by 330, 230&132kV) lines for exchange & transit, with Turkey (by

154&34,5kV) lines for exchange of electricity.

Iran is interconnected with Afghanistan (by 132&20kV) and Pakistan (by 132&20kV) lines for export, with

Turkey (by 400&154kV) lines for export, with Turkmenistan (by 230kV) line for import of electricity.

Kazakhstan is interconnected with Kyrgyzstan (by 500&220kV) and Uzbekistan (by 500&220kV) lines for

exchange & transit of electricity.

Kyrgyzstan is interconnected with Kazakhstan (by 500&220kV), Uzbekistan (by 500kV) and Tajikistan (by

110&35kV) lines for exchange & transit of electricity.

Pakistan imports electricity from Iran (by 516 mln kWh) lines.

Tajikistan exports electricity to Afghanistan (by 220, 110&10kV) lines and also interconnected with

Kyrgyzstan (by 110&35kV) lines for exchange & transit of electricity.

Turkey is interconnected with Azerbaijan (by 154&34,5kV) lines for exchange and with Iran (by

400&154kV) lines for import of electricity.

Turkmenistan exports electricity to Afghanistan (by 220, 110&10kV) and is interconnected with Iran (by

230kV) line for export and with Uzbekistan (by 500&220kV) lines for exchange & transit.

Uzbekistan exports electricity to Afghanistan (by 220&10kV) lines and interconnected with Kazakhstan (by

500&220kV), Kyrgyzstan (by 500kV) and Turkmenistan (by 500&220kV) lines for exchange & transit of

electricity
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ECO REGION POWER GRID 
INTERCONNECTIONS
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Power sector structure in some ECO MSs

Country Structure Domestic Market Third-party participation

Tajikistan
Legally unbundled, with 
Barki Tojik as the holding 
company for all activities

Monopoly Limited

Kazakhstan
Full legal and functional 
unbundling

Wholesale and retail 
markets

Yes. Currently about 45 
privately owned 
enterprises

Kyrgyzstan Legally unbundled Monopoly Limited

Turkmenistan Vertically integrated Monopoly None

Uzbekistan Legally unbundled
Energo Sotish as single 
buyer and seller

Limited

Afghanistan
Vertically integrated 
(fragmented)

Monopoly Limited

Pakistan
Functionally unbundled 
with private sector 
participation

Central Power Purchasing 
Authority as single buyer 
and seller

Yes. Currently several 
independent power 
producers 7



Minimum Requirements To Establish 

Multilateral Power Trading
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MULTILATERAL FRAMEWORKS                            

IN ECO REGION (EXISTING AND PLANNED)
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INTERNATIONAL TRENDS OF REGIONAL 

ELECTRICITY MARKETS
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BACKGROUND

❖During the 2nd ECO High Level Experts Group

Meeting on Energy (September 2012, Ankara),

Iran proposed the establishment of the ECO

Regional Electricity Market (ECO-REM) and

offered to host a Meeting/Workshop on the subject

initiative in 2013.

❖The 23rd ECO Regional Planning Council Meeting

(6-8 May 2013, Tehran) emphasized the

importance of establishment of ECO-REM and

requested the Member States to organize relevant

events for realization of that idea.
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1st Experts Group Meeting on establishment of 

the ECO Regional Electricity Market 

5-6 November 2013, Tehran

KEY OUTCOME 

Recommended to establish an Electricity Market in the ECO 

Region as a pilot project between Iran and Turkey with its 

possible extension to other interested Member States for the 

maximum benefit of ECO Region
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1st Iran-Turkiye Bilateral Meeting      
25-26 September 2014, Ankara

KEY OUTCOME 

Continuation of regular consultations at experts/managers 

levels within the existing framework, as well as, through new 

platforms for dialogue to be introduced by the ECO Secretariat
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2nd Iran-Turkiye Bilateral Meeting     
10-11 May 2016, Shiraz (Iran)

KEY OUTCOME 

Definition of criteria and guidelines for hiring 3 consultants 

(2 local and one international) to prepare a Feasibility Study 

for establishment of ECO-REM
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3rd Iran – Turkiye Bilateral Meeting

May 31, 2021, Online 
KEY OUTCOME 

Secretariat will review the ToRs to be updated based on the recent developments;

Participating parties will examine updates ToR and the Republic of Azerbaijan will

consider assessing its possible contribution within further stages.
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RECENT STATUS

❖The ToR of the project has been agreed between

parties and seeking for seed money contribution

from international partners. Involved countries

will reimburse internal consultancy services

through in kind contribution.
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RECENT STATUS (CONT’D)

❖ 2nd Experts Group Meeting on establishment of the ECO Regional

Electricity Market is planned to be held in 2023.

❖ 4th Iran-Turkey Bilateral Meeting on establishment of ECO REM at

the managerial level is expected to be held in 2023.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

➢ To hire international and local consultants for preparation of a

Feasibility Study on establishment of ECO-REM.

➢ To define internal procedures on allocating equal seed financing,

depositing seed money, financing mechanisms for ToR.

➢ To define the roadmap for further action and speed up the

implementation of the project in line with the “ECO Vision 2025” as

well as the global and regional trends.
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FEASIBILITY PROJECT OBJECTIVES

➢ To study prerequisites and existing conditions in the

ECO Region for establishment of the Regional

Electricity Market through harmonizing and merging

the electricity markets of the Member States,

assessment of risks involved, consideration of legal

arrangements and supportive documents.

➢ To advise the ECO Member States on the optimal

approaches to increase electricity trade via undertaking

relevant trade arrangements; possibilities for capacity

building and enabling framework; institutional

enhancements; improving policy and regulatory

environment.
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF ECO-REM PROJECT

➢ Electricity trade between the interested ECO Member

States would have the multilateral character.

➢ ECO Region will unfold its full regional electricity power

potential, its generation and trade capacities.

➢ The longer-term regional power exchange and region-wide

cooperation will be enhanced.

➢ Establishment of ECO-REM towards the integrated multi-

country markets.

➢ Establishment of ECO-REM will have a multiplier/

spillover effects to the socio-economic development across

the Region (economic growth, employment, etc). 19



ESTIMATED BUDGET OF A FEASIBILITY STUDY 

ON ESTABLISHMENT OF ECO-REM

The estimated cost for preparation of the 

subject Feasibility Study accounts for approx. 

USD 300000 – 400000 provided by:

❖ Seed financing by concerned Member States

❖ ECO Feasibility and General Purpose Fund

❖ International Financial Institutions/other donors

This sum will cover consulting services (fees) 

and  miscellaneous expenses. 
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THANK YOU
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